Resources for disability representation

Digital resources, many mentioned have additional platforms:

Activists on Instagram:
- @thehuemannperspective
- @alexwegman
- @feedingtube.fitness
- @emilyladau
- @the.accessiblestall
- @the.autisticats
- @realdchelseabear
- @lifewithelliegirl
- @iamtiffanyyu

More activists on Instagram:
- @tristathebarista
- @ablesimistrash
- @barryleeart
- @eshaneburcaw
- @evasu_sojitra
- @esitting_pretty
- @enina_tame

Organizations:
- @rootedinrights
- @positiveexposure
- @diversability
- @disability_visibility
- @autism_and_innovation
- @workinclusively